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1. INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY 
We shall investigate the energy decay properties of initial-boundary or 
initial value problems for certain linear or nonlinear hyperbolic partial dif- 
ferential equations of second order with dissipative terms A(x)/?. 
We denote a bounded or an unbounded domain of 93” by Sz. When D 
has a boundary, we denote it by &? and assume that it is sufficiently 
smooth. 
We denote the time variable by t, the space variable by x = (x,, . . . . x,,), 
apt by D, and alax, by 8,. 
Let 
D2 + (A(x)/t) D + B(x) - f a&x) 8, 
i.j= I 
(LA +.f)lul = LACUI +./-tub 
We set the initial-boundary or the initial value problem as follows. Let 
u = u(t, x) be a real-valued solution of the problem [P]: 
(i) (L,+f)[u]=O in (T, cv)xQ, 
(ii) p(x) Cati ajuv,+g(x) 24=0 on asz, 
(iii) u(T, x) = d(x) and Du(T, x) = G(x) on Q, 
where T is a positive constant and v = (v,, . . . . v,,) is an outer normal unil 
vector on 1352. Descriptions of L, , f and p, q, 4, and II/ in [P] will be given 
later. 
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In [2] the author proved that the total energy decays like l/t” as t + co, 
where tl= min(2, inf, ,4(x)}. But cases simpler than those of the present 
paper were considered there. Our present aim is to improve his former 
results. The existence of solutions of [P] will not be proved here but 
assumed. Results on the existence including the case where T = 0 can be 
found in [3-53. 
We introduce the following assumptions on the coefficients of L, and f 
[A.I]: 
on c?,(i) Ay B, 
and aV are sufficiently smooth real-valued functions defined 
(ii) A(x) is nonnegatiue on 0, 
(iii) aV satisfies a&x) =a,,(~) and C aV(x) tit,20 for any 5 = 
(4 , , . . . . 5,) E ‘W and any x E 0, 
(iv) the nonlinear term f is a real-valued continuous function in 9Z and 
satisfies F(u) = j;r f (s) ds >, 0 and uf (u) z 2F(u) for any u E 93. 
Concerning functions in (ii) and (iii) of [P] we assume [A.II]: 
(i) (b and (It are defined on 52, and p and q are defined on cX2, and they 
are sufficiently smooth as occasions demand, and 
(ii) p(x) and q(x) are nonnegative. 
If Q= %“, we omit the condition (ii) of CA.111 and consider the initial 
value problem [P] with only (i) and (iii). 
We assume smoothness of the solution of [P] as follows [A.III]: 
u is smooth enough that one can interchange the order of integration and 
dtfferentiation and integrate by parts repeatedly, tf necessary. 
As it may seem that the meaning of [A.III] is rather vague, we add some 
comments. In Lemma 3 of Section 2 we require that, for k = 0, 1, 
J‘ okU(t,~)a,a,i(x)d,~(t,~) dx R 
= -1 a,(x)a,u(t,x)Dkaju(t,x)dx 
R 
+s (1.1) dR 
a&x) d;u(t, x) Dk a,~(?, x) v, dS 
holds, which is proved by integration by parts. Besides when Q is 
unbounded, (1.1) is obtained by using 
lim J R-cc s,q 
ati a,u(t, x) Dk cY,u(t, x)(xj/R) dS= 0, (1.2) 
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where S,= {x/lx] =R} nQ. CA.1111 implies that (1.1) and (1.2) hold. One 
can obtain (1.2) if Dku(t, .) and a,u(t, .) are in L2(Q) for any fixed t. 
Additional assumptions on the coefficients of L,, f, 4, $, p, and q must be 
given for ensuring that u satisfies [AIII]. The existence of the solution 
satisfying CA.1111 is proved in [3, 51. 
We define the total energy of u as 
E(r;A)=j {~D~~‘+~a~(x)l’ ,u+4+B(x)U2+2F(u) T(u)dS, 
R 
where r is a certain quadratic form derived from the boundary condition 
by integration by parts, i.e., 
or 
T(u) = 0 if at least one of p and q vanishes, 
T(u) = (dX)/P(X)) u2 if both of p and q are positive, 
and, of course, 
T(u) = 0 if Q = $I’. 
If there is no confusion by omitting A, we denote E(t; A) by E(t). 
As infimum and supremum are always taken over Q, we write them 
simply as inf and sup. 
11. /I denotes the L*-norm over 0. 
In what follows, we shall use the same letter C for various different con- 
stants, which depend generally on T, A(x), B(x), 4, or tj, but are indepen- 
dent of t. If we need to express the dependency on parameters, we shall 
denote it by C(T) and so on. 
2. BASIC RESULTS 
Most of the results of this section were already proved in [2], but they 
were established for a case which is much simpler than that of the present 
paper. Therefore we shall give a new version which will be used here, and 
only outline the proofs since the essential parts of proofs are the same as 
those in [2]. 
LEMMA 1. For any t>T, E(t)<E(T). 
ProoJ The proof is performed by the standard calculation. Integrating 
the left side of jn (L, +f)[u] Du dx = 0 by parts, we have 
0~ (l/t) 1 A(x)lDu(t, x)l’dx= -DE(t)/2. (2.1) R 
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Thus we obtain E(t) < E(T) for any t > T. 
LEMMA 2. For any t 2 T, 
Ilu(t < 2E(t)(t - T)2 + 211q.511*. 
ProoJ: Since 
immediately 
Ilu(t) - u( T)ll d s> IlDu(s)ll ds < ,IE(T) (t - T), we have 
Il~~~~l12~~~~~~~~-~)2+~ll~l12. 
The following identity plays an important role for obtaining the desired 
decay estimates. 
LEMMA 3. Let i be any real constant. Then for any t > T 
s s f t”E( t) +At” - ’ u( t,x) Du( t, x) dx - II si. - ‘E(s) ds R T 
+j’F’ds D i W(X)-~W4& XII’ T R 
+ ~4 1 a&.x-) aiU(S, X) ajU(S, X) + IB(X) U2(S, X) 
+ Ads, x) f(u(s, x)) dx + 1 j T(u(s, x)) dS 
af2 1 J? +z e2 s(A(x)-1+1)u2(s,x)dx 
+@j;s’-3dsjQ(^-l-A(x))u2(s,x)dx 
= C(4, II/, T, A), (2.2) 
where 
C(d,$, T,/i)=TiE(T)+ATi-’ j u(T,x)Du(T,x)dx 
R 
+$-* j (A(x) - I + 1) u2( T, x) dx. 
R 
ProoJ: Integrating the following two forms by parts, we can obtain the 
above identity. ‘First the following identity holds: 
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0 = j”* s’ ds j” MS, x)(L, +f)L-4~ x)1 dx 
T R 
=- ‘;r, IDu(r,x)l*dx-s~~gilijn IDu(~,x)[~dx 
+J^:s”lds[Q A(x)lDu(s, x)l’dx 
+t‘ 
‘I 
B(x) u’( t, x) dx 
-fj* 1 ‘.s-Ids B(x)u2(s,x)dx 
T R 
+ f j, c a&x) d;u(t, x) Q(t, x) dx 
-$-Ids il,c a,(x) c~~u(s, x) iY,u(s, x) dx 
+iilu=(u(t,x))dS-~j~si-ld~~~oT(U(S,x))dS 
+r”Sb~F(U(l,x))dx-i.S:S”--‘dsjnF(u(s,x))dx 
yj-JDu(T,x),‘dx-$.I(x)u’(T,x)dx -- 
T;. 
-4 1 2 R 
alj(x) a,~( T, x) itJ,u( T, x) dx 
p 
--j?:^II&(T,x))dS-T+‘(u(T,x))dx 
2 
=;E(t)-;[;s”-%(s)ds 
+j~s”ld+l(x)lDu(s,x)~*dx-;E(T). 
By the same calculation as the above, the following identity holds: 
0 = j-L; s’- ’ ds j u(s, x)(L, +f)[u(s, x)] dx 
R 
jnU(I,x)DU(I,x)dx-~jlls”-‘dsln IDu(s,x)l’dx 
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+;j;s^-‘ds{jQ( 1 a&x) aiu(s, x) a u(s, x) + B(x) u2(s, x) 
+ 4% x)f(& 4)) dx + ja, T(u(s, x)1dS{ 
+; j:,,-, I, ds 4/l-2)(1 - 1 -A(x)) u’(s, x) dx 
‘” i 2 
+2- s 
(A(x) - 2 + 1) u*(t, x) dx 
a 
-; T’--1 5 
u( T, x) Du( T, x) dx 
R 
2 
+z *%-* I 
(A - 1 -A(x)) u’( T, x) dx. 
c-2 
By adding the above two identities, we obtain 
O=(t’iz)E(t)+;t’-’ jQu(t,x)Du(t,x)dx 
4 +* jQ(A(x)-l~+l)u2(t,x)dx-;j~s’-1E(s)ds 
+;j* s*-l ds (24x) - ~Wu(s, x)1’ 
T D i R 
+ 2 c aq(x) diU(S, x) d,u(s, x) + M(x) d(s, x) 
+ W, xl f(u(s, xl) 
I 
dx + 1 il-, Qu(s, x)) (IS] 
+~j;s’-3dsjQ(i-l-A(x))u2(s,x)dx 
-;E(T)++ j u(T,x)Du(T,x)dx 
R 
+4 T”-2 I 
(A(x) - 1+ 1) u2( T, x) dx. 
R 
Thus we have established the desired identity (2.2). 
THEOREM 1. Leta=infA(x)andp=Min(2,cc}. ThenforanytaT 
E(t; A)$;. (2.3) 
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Proof: Noting that Jan T(u) dS 3 0, 2A - p 3 ,u, and uf(u) 3 IF, we 
have 
-P I ‘F’E(s)ds+j;F’ds jQ(2A-p)~Du12dx T 
+pjis”-‘ds j T(u)dS 
T aa 
2 -p i ‘d-‘E(s) ds+p s ’ d- ’ E(s) ds = 0. T T 
AlsonotingthatA-p+l>l andp(p-2)(p-l-A)2 -p(p-2)>O,we 
have 
and 
w p-2jQ(A--p+l)u2dxZptp-2/ u2dx n 
Setting A = p in (2.2) in Lemma 3, we have from (2.2) that 
t”,?(t)+@-’ jQu(t,x)Du(t,x)dx+;tp-2[Q~2(t,x)dx 
G C(4, $5 T, P). (2.4) 
Since tp’E( t) 2 0, 
D{tllU(t)1/2}=tDllU(t)l12+ Ilu(t)l12<Ct2-p 
follows from (2.4), where C= (2/p) C(q$ t,b, T, p). Thus we have 
Ilu(t)l12~C,t2-p+C2, (2.5) 
where C,=C/3-p and C2=(1/T){TIIq%I12-(C/3-p) T’-@}. From (2.4) 
and (2.5), we have 
Hence 
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holds. Thus we have for any t > T 
t’E(t)~(IIJC,+C,/2+JC12(C,+C,)/4+C)2, 
which was to be proved. 
We shall give a lower bound for E(t; A). This estimate can be found for 
an arbitrary value of sup A(x), but it is not as sharp as that of an upper 
bound for E( t; A ). 
THEOREM 2. Let fi = sup A(x). Then for any t >, T 
E(t; A) > C/t2P, 
where C = TzBE( T; A). 
Proof. From (2.1) we have 
-DE(t)/2 < (P/t) j IMt, 41’ dx 6 (P/t) E(t) for t 3 T. 
R 
It follows that 
D( tZPE( t)) > 0 for t 3 T. 
Thus we have 
E(t) > ( T2P/t2P) E(T) for t 3 T, 
which was to be proved. 
3. IMPROVEMENTS ON RESULTS OF THE PRECEDING SECTION 
Let a = inf A(x). In Theorem 1 we were unable to show that E(t; A) 
decays like l/t” as t + co when a> 2. Here, however, under additional con- 
ditions, we shall prove that E(t; A) decays to zero as t -+ co at least with a 
rate of l/t@. In the following theorems, a may be greater than 2. 
THEOREM 3. Assume that inf B(x) > 0. Then 
E( t; A) < C/t” for t>T. (3.1) 
Proof: If 0 < a< 2, E(t) 6 C/t* was already proved in Theorem 1. Hence 
we can assume that a > 2. We take any real number A such that A. < a and 
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A< 4. Theorem 1 assures at least E(t) 6 C/t2. Hence, noting inf B(x) > 0, 
we have IIu(t)ll 2 < C/t2. Thus we have 
d c sup(d(x) - 2 + 1) i; s*- 5 ds 
= Csup(A-A+ 1) *“,-4, 
4-i 
Thus it follows from Lemma 3 that 
Then it follows from the same calculation as in Theorem 1 that 
E(t; A) < c/t” and Ilu(t < c/t2 for t 2 T. 
Therefore when 2 < c( < 4. we can set E, = CC. Then we obtain 
(3.2) 
E( t; A) 6 C/t” and IlWl12 G C/t” for t 2 T. (3.3) 
Next we shall treat the case where ~12 4. We take an arbitrary small 
positive E. Then by virtue of (3.2), Ilu(t d C/t4-’ holds at any rate. 
Therefore if we choose 1 so that A< 6 -E, we have 
s * T s”3jlu(s)l/2ds<):r s’-‘+‘ds< co. 
Hence by the same argument as above, we can show 
E(t) < C/t’-” and Ilu(t)112 < cp for t > T. (3.4) 
If a < 6, we can choose E so that c1+ 2.5 < 6 on account of arbitrariness of E. 
Thus setting A = CI + E and using (3.4), we obtain 
E(t) Q C/t” and lMt)ll 2 G c/t* for t > T. 
Repeating the same procedure for CL > 6, we can obtain, for any CI 3 0, 
E( t; A) < C/t” and l14t)l12 GC/t” for t 2 T. 
Thus we have proved the desired result. 
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In the following two theorems we shall treat the case when inf B(x) = 0. 
Since we cannot show I( u( t)jl 2 6 C/t* directly even if E(t) < C/t* holds, we 
must estimate IIu( t)l12 using a different approach. Moreover, we need to 
impose more restrictive conditions in our problem. 
A differential operator z a++(x) 8, is said to be uniformly elliptic if there 
exists a positive constant 6 such that C a&x) titj > 61 C;l for all 
5=(51,-v 5,)E%2” and all x E 52. Hi(Q) denotes the completion of C?(0) 
in H’(Q) = {f~ L’(O); f and its strong derivatives belong to L’(Q)}. 
THEOREM 4. Let inf B(x) = 0 and C a,aii 8, be uniformly elliptic. Assume 
that Q is a domain on which the Poincart! inequality holds. Let u be a 
solution. Assume that u = 0 on af2, and u( t, . ): [T, CD )c-r HA(Q) is strongly 
continuous. Then 
E( t; A) < C/t” for t3T. 
We remark that the Poincart inequality holds if $2 is bounded or is 
contained in a strip domain (see [ 13). 
Proof It is sufficient to prove the case where c1> 2. Using the proved 
fact E(t) < C/t* and uniform ellipticity, we have 
llvt4(t)l1*46-‘~] ~,(~)a,~a,~dx6qt2. 
R (3.5) 
Applying the Poincart inequality to (3.5), we have 
Ilu(t d CllWt)l12 d c/t2. 
By the argument similar to that of Theorem 3, we obtain the desired result, 
E(t) < C/t* for t > T. 
So far, we have treated equations including nonlinear terms. In what 
follows, we shall treat linear equations only. Namely, we assume that f in 
[P] identically vanishes. Consequently the problem [P] becomes a linear 
one. In order to perform limit calculations freely, we require smoothness 
of solutions to some degree. The following assumptions are sufficient for 
that purpose. Let uA denote a solution of the present problem [P]. We 
assume that the mapping (t, x) wuA(t,x) is of C3((T, co)xQ) and 
(t,x)-aiDuA(t,x) is of C([T, co)x@, and all of t-u,(t,.), 
t t+ Du,(t, .), and t++ ai aju,(t, .) are of C( [T, co)). Since this paper is 
concerned with solutions with finite energy, we may assume that the 
uniqueness of solutions holds without loss of generality. 
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LEMMA 4. Let uA and uA + 2 be the sufficiently smooth unique solutions oj 
the following problems, respectively: 
LA[u]=O in (T, oo)xQ, p(x) Ca&x)k?,uv,+q(x)u=O in X2, 
u(T)=dJ and Du(T)=$ in Q. 
and 
L A+2[z4]=0 in (T, 03)x52, p(x) Ca,i(x)8juv,+q(x)=0 in X2, 
u(T)=@ and Du(T)= Y in R, 
where 4, II/, @, and !P satisfy the equations 
$=T@ and ~~iali(x)~j~-B(x)~=TY+(A(x)+l)@. 
Then uA and uA + 2 satisfy 
u A + 2 = (Du, l/t. 
Proof. We set v(t, x) = (DuA(t, x))/t. By easy calculations we have 
immediately L, +2[v] = (l/t) DL,[u,] = 0. It is clear that v satisfies the 
same boundary condition as uA + 2. From the equations relating 4, $, 0, 
and !P, we have 
v(T)=DuA(T)/T=t+9/T=@ 
and 
Dv(t) = (D2u,(t)/t) - (Du.,,(t)/t’) 
= (l/t) 
i 
1 c?,a,, a,u,(t) - (A/t) Du,Jt) - BuA(t) - (DuA(t))/t2 
= (l/t) 
i 
c 8,aii a,u,(t) - Bu,Jt) 
I 
- ( l/t2)(A + 1) Du,Jt). 
Thus we have 
Dv( T) = Fy, Dv(t) 
=(1/T) 
{ 
~8,a,i8i~-B# -(1/T2)(A+1)II/=Y. 
i 
By virtue of uniqueness of solutions, we obtain immediately the desired 
relation v = uA + *. 
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In the following theorem we shall use a well-known existence theorem 
for boundary-value problems involving elliptic differential operators, for 
example, the one given in [ 11. 
THEOREM 5. Let uA be the unique solution of the prohlern 
LaCUal =o in (T, oo)xQ, 
P(X) c %j(x) dp,4 “i + q(x) u,4 = 0 in X?, 
u,4(T, xl =4/l(x) md Du,(T, x) = $/f(x) in Q. 
Then 
E(t; A) 6 C/t’ for tZT. 
ProoJ Let 2 -C tl< 4. We set *A _ 2 = Tq5,. We deal with the boundary- 
value problem 
C aia,j(x) ajw(X) - B(x) W(X) 
= WA(X) - (A(x)+ 1) C,(x) 
P(X) 1 a&) djW(X) vi + q(x) w(x) = 0 
in 52 (3.6) 
in %2. 
If we impose suitable but sufficiently general conditions on (3.6), we can 
assert from the theory of boundary-value problems that there exists a 
sufficiently smooth solution w(x) corresponding to smooth coefficients, 4A 
and $A. When R = 5X”, we impose suitable conditions at infinity on w(x) 
instead of the boundary conditions. Let 4, _ 2 = w, and uA _ 2 be the unique 
solution of the problem 
LA--z[uAp2]=0 in (r, 00)x52, 
p(x) 1 ali f3Jf4-2vi+q(x) uA--? =0 in f%2, 
UA-*z(T)=4&* and Du,-,(T)=~~_, in 9. 
Then by Lemma 4, we have uA = Ifu, _ 2/t. 
Now noting that 0 -C M - 2 d 2, we have 
Ilu,(t)ll’= IIDu,,-2(t)/tl12<E(t; A-2)/t2<(C/ta--)(l/t2)=C/ta. 
By the same argument as that of Theorem 3, we have 
E(t; A) < C/t” for t 2 T. 
409/128/2-17 
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Then repeating calculations similar to the above, we have for any CL 3 0 
E( t; A) < C/t” for t> T, 
which was to be proved. 
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